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World IP Day, 2021!
GOOD NEWS!
You can now download
the Disruptor newsletter
and many exciting IP
articles from
www.thinklyip.com

Clarisse Mideva - Newsletter Editor
The World Intellectual Property Day will be held on the 26th of April
2021. This year’s theme is "IP and SMEs: Taking your ideas to market".
Every business starts with an idea; in fact a business is all about
intellectual property. Your products and processes may earn you Patent
monopoly; your business name or brands may be Trademarkable, your
databases, cards and websites could be Copyrightable, not forgetting
that you may have Trade Secrets too .
Thinkly IP is excited to celebrate Kenyan SMEs and help them explore IP
tools to build stronger and more competitive businesses. During this
period, we are working towards offering tailor-made IP services to
protect SMEs rights and interests, ranging from IP registration to IP
dispute resolution. To receive our services, check out website at
www.thinklyip.com or email us at team@thinklyip.com .

How to make money from your
protected ideas: A case of Nokia and
Samsung

Trademark Cancellation!
Why and how?

Nokia has recently licensed its Patents covering its
innovations in Video Standards to Samsung. Samsung will
therefore pay royalties to Nokia for the use of these video
innovations. Licensing is one way in which IP owners can
commercialize their IP. It allows one party to use the IP rights
(could be copyrights, patents, trademark, industrial design
etc.) of another party in exchange for royalties.
The owner of IP, therefore, retains ownership but gives the
other party to use the IP for a specific period, in a specific
territory and for a specific fee payable at the discretion of the
parties. Another form of commercialization includes the
assignment/sale of the IP.

The famous South African fashion retailer ‘Truworths”
successfully cancelled the international retailer,
Primark Holdings ‘PRIMARK’ trademark on the basis
that the mark was not subject to use. Truworths then
proceeded to apply for its version of the mark in 2019.
In Kenya, the Trademarks Act allows for the
cancellation of Trademarks that have not been in use
for a period of 5 years or longer. Trademark owners
should therefore make use of their trademarks to
ensure they are not cancelled on the basis of ‘non-use’.
The use could be launching and selling of the
goods/services; putting the goods/services in the
market; or using the trademark in business relations
with the public.

An Interesting one: Taco Bell
and the Chihuahua
In 1997, Taco Bell used a Chihuahua in its advertisement. In
the popular advert, the Chihuahua would shout, “¡Yo quiero
Taco Bell!” and it was funny and likable. Later, two Michigan
men filed a lawsuit alleging that they had pitched the
Chihuahua idea to Taco Bell prior to the start of the
campaign. They claimed that Taco Bell took their idea but
then hired the TBWA ad agency to execute it.
Taco Bell was found guilty and was forced to award the men
$30.1 million. Taco Bell then sued TBWA, stating that the
agency should have to pay the claimants because the agency
should have known about the earlier pitch and Taco Bell’s
contract with TBWA protected the restaurant chain from
legal action. The court disagreed, and left Taco Bell to pay up.

What is BAD FAITH filing?
Bad Faith registration, also be referred to as
trademark squatting, is a situation when one party
intentionally files a trademark application for a
second party's registered trademark in a country
where the second party does not currently hold a
trademark registration. This can also lead to
cancellation of the mark registration.
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www.thinklyip.com

Apple ordered to pay 308 Million
USD for Patent infringement on
iTunes
TPersonalized Media Communications (PMC), a licensing
firm, accused Apple of infringing a patent associated with
Digital Rights Management on iTunes. The company
claimed that the tech giant infringed 7 of its patent i.e.
FairPlay, a Digital Rights Management technology that

...great things are waiting for you
there!

Online copyright
infringement - YouTube got a
solution

Apple uses to encrypt and decrypt digital content and
software such as books, TV programs, movies, music etc.
Apple had had the claims invalidated at the US Patent
and Trademark Office but PMC succeeded in overturning
some of these decisions on appeal. The federal jury in
Texas ordered Apple to pay 308 million USD to PMC for
Patent infringement. To avoid such situations, permission
should be sought before using the other party’s IP rights.

Alternative Dispute
Resolution (ADR)

The internet is arguably the largest single threat the copyright
law has faced since it was first introduced. Governments are
constantly creating new laws to keep up with this everchanging digital landscape. The digital piracy, which involves
the illegal obtaining and sharing of copyrighted work such as
music, movies, software, E-books and other written work is
becoming increasingly aggressive and growing as a severe
global problem.
A reprieve for creators whose copyright works (literary and
artistic works such as novels, music, movies, art, software etc.)
are continuously infringed on YouTube as YouTube plans to
roll out a ‘check’ feature that checks for copyright issues
whenever a user uploads a video on YouTube. For anyone to
make money off YouTube, he/she should follow copyright
laws. Those that escape this feature may still be flagged for
copyright infringement later on. Vloggers might want to
rethink inserting copyrighted music, movie excerpts, or lyrics

The use of Alternative Dispute Resolution (ADR) such as
mediation, arbitration and expert determination to
settle disputes between private parties outside the
courts has a long tradition in legal systems around the
world. IP and related disputes have distinctive
characteristics in that they often span multiple
jurisdictions and involve highly technical matters,
complex laws and sensitive information. Consequently,
the disputants often look for flexible dispute resolution
processes that can be customized to their needs and
that enable them to control the time and cost of
proceedings.
ADR processes have a number of advantages. They are
flexible, cost-efficient, time-effective, and give the
parties more control over the process and the results.
Parties who resolve their disputes through ADR are
generally more satisfied because they may directly
participate in working out the terms of their settlement.
When appropriate settlement processes are available,
many disputes can be resolved more efficiently and with
greater satisfaction to all parties. Lengthy, costly
litigation can be avoided, divisiveness minimized, and
productive results achieved.

in their videos before posting.
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